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Stahle bundles on regul r elliptic surfaces
By M. L bke*) at Leiden and C. Okonek**) at G ttingen
0. Introduction
In this paper we study stable and simple vector bundles on simply connected
elliptic surfaces.
Let π: X —> P>1 be such a surface with geometric genus pg. If pg = 0, then X is a
projective algebraic surface. Moduli spaces of stable rank-2 bundles on these surfaces
have been computed in [21]. Here we extend the techniques from [21] and consider
elliptic surfaces of higher geometric genus. Now the surfaces are in general non-
algebraic, so we have to be careful with what we mean by stability.
Since every simply connected elliptic surface has a Kahler structure [17], it makes
sense to consider ω-stable bundles for a suitable Kahler form ω [9]. If ω is induced by
an ample line b ndle L, this notion coincides with L-stability in the sense of Mumford-
Takemoto.
Furthermore, from the proof of the conjecture of Kobayashi and Hitchin by
Uhlenbeck and Yau [23] (see also [4]) we get a one to one correspondence between
isomorphism classes of ω-stable bundles and gauge equivalence classes of irreducible
projectively anti-self-dual unitary connections (i.e. Yang-Mills connections, i.e.
Hermitian-Einstein bundles), so we can use results from Yang-Mills theory.
We adress the following questions:
1) What are the possible second Chern classes of ω-stable and simple rank-2
bundles with trivial determinant on a given surface XI
2) Can one describe the corresponding moduli spaces?
The expected dimension of the moduli space of stable 2-bundles with Chern
Γ3 1
classes c± = 0, c2 is 4c2 — 3(pg +1), so one expects such bundles for all c2 ^  — (pg +1) .
In [22] Taubes proved a general existence theorem for anti-self-dual St/(2)-connections
over arbitrary Riemannian 4-manifolds, which in our case for generic ω implies
*) Partially supported by the SFB 170 in G ttingen.
**) Supported by the Heisenberg-program of the DFG.
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existence of -stable bundles for c2^2pg + l. We show, that for a good choice of the
Kahler form there exist -stable 2-bundles with ci=Q, c2 = l on all simply connected
elliptic surfaces which have at least 2 multiple fibres with multiplicities greater than l,
thus showing that Taubes bound in [22] is in general not best possible. In fact, this was
one of our motivations for this work.
If the surface is algebraic and is induced by a polarization L, we compute the
moduli spaces of -stable 2-bundles with c1=0, c2 = l. These spaces turn out to be
fmite disjoint unions of in general nowhere reduced curves. If the surface is non-
algebraic, we get a complex structure in the moduli space of -stable bundles in the
following way: The moduli space of simple bundles is a (not necessarily Hausdorff)
complex space [19], and the -stable bundles form a (globally Hausdorff) open subset
[14]. We determine the space of simple bundles and see that the (in general proper)
subset of -stable ones admits the same description äs in the algebraic case.
This work was supported by the Sonderforschungsbereich 170 in Göttingen; the
authors thank it for the hospitality.
The second author takes this opportunity to thank A. van de Ven who introduced
him to the subject.
1. Rank-2 vector bundles on elliptic Kahler surfaces
The bundles we shall study will appear äs certain extensions, so let us first recall
the following general fact from [21]:
Proposition 1. 1. Let X be a compact complex surface with canonical bündle K9 L
any line bündle on X and ZaX a ßnite set of simple points. Then there exists an
extension
(*) 0 -> L ® K'1 -* E -> Jz ® L"1 ® K -> 0
with E locally free of rank 2, if (and only if in case Z = {z} is a single point) Z is
contained in the zero-set of every section of (K®3)® (L"1)®2. For given Z = {z} and L,
the bündle E is uniquely determined by the existence of such an extension äs soon äs
To characterize simple bundles we use
Proposition 1. 2. Let X, Z be äs above, L a line bündle on X with
h°(Jz ® ( 1)®2 ® K®2) = 0, and let E be a bündle defined by an extension (*). Then E is
simple if and only if °( ®2 ® (K'1)®2) = 0.
Proof. From (*) one sees ct (E) = 0 and therefore E* = £. Thus by tensoring with
E we get the exact sequence
0 -» E ® L ® K'1 -* End E -> Jz ® E ® L"1 ® K -+ 0
with H°(EndE) -> H°(JZ ® E ® L'1 ® K) non-zero.
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Since the last vector space is 1-dimensional, E is simple if and only if
Now let X be a compact Kahler surface with Kahler form . As in [9], [13] we
define co-(semi-)stability äs follows: Let F be a coherent torsion-free sheaf of rank r on
X\ then detF = (yirF)** is a line bündle. Choose a hermitian metric h in detF and
consider the first Chern form ^(detF, ft) associated to the metric connection. Now
define the -degree of F by
Note that this number depends on the Kahler class of , but not on the metric in detF;
we often omit the subscript if it is clear which Kahler class we use.
Definition. F is called co-(semi-)stable if for every rank-s subsheaf F' c F with
0<s<r one has
s r \ s ~~ r )'
If is induced by an ample line bündle L, then -stability is the same äs L-stability. Of
course every -stable bündle is simple. We use the following criterion for co-(semi-)
stability:
Proposition 1. 3. Let L, Z be äs before with deg(L ® X~1)<0 (^
and let E be a bündle defined by extension (*). Then E is co-(semi-)stable if and only if for
every curve R containing Z with h°(E® L® K~l ® 0( )) one has
Proof. From (*) we get deg(E) = 0, so E is not stable if and only if there exists a
monomorphism Ll <+ E, where L1 is a line bündle with degiL^^O. Since
deg(L® K"1)<09 this can only happen if there is a curve R containing Z with
0(R) = L'1 ® IC ® L71, hence
The converse is obvious, äs is the semistable case.
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From now on, let X -+ P>i be an elliptic surface, and denote by Fp<, i = l, ...,m,
the multiple fibres of X with multiplicities
We assume that all fibres are irreducible, m i> 2, that X has vanishing irregularity
= Q, and that Jf admits a Kahler form ω0 (the surfaces in question later all have
these properties).
Now the canonical divisor of X is given by
where pg = pg(X) and F is a generic fibre; in particular we have K 2 =0 [2].
To get a good hold on stable bundles we modify ω0 in the following way: If ωΑ is
the Kahler form of the Fubini-Study-metric on Pl9 define
with a fixed number n>max(degcoo(K), 1), where π: Χ — > Ρ>± is the projection. Then ω
again is a Kahler form, and in this setting we get
Corollary 1.4. // the line b ndle L in Proposition 1. 3 satisfies deg^L^O and
$ ci(L)/\n*(a>i) = Q (in particular if L is the line b ndle associated to a curve C which is
χ
vertical, i.e. C - F = 0), then a curve R violating the w-(semi-)siafN7/i;y of E is vertical.
xF and =
with O^a, b and 0^χί 5 ^<ρί 5 then the condition άε%ω(1^® K'1 ® $( ))>0 (^0) reads
i = l m
Proof. First note, that π*(ω^ is a first Chern form of the line b ndle 0(F), so for
every vertical curve C
χ
Therefore a necessary condition for R to violate stability is
n f
Now R is a curve, so O^jR · F eZ, and the choice of n gives jR · F = 0.
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We are now in the position to prove existence theorems.
Theorem 1.5. // 3 ^  p (3 ^  p < q), then for all c2 ^  l there is a simple 2-bundle on
X with Chern classes cl=0, c2, which is not a>-(semi-)stable.
Remark. For p = 2 we later shall see examples of surfaces where every simple
bündle is stable. For the case e2 = 0 see the remark at the end of this section.
Proof. Let ZaFq be a set of simple points of length c2. From Proposition 1.1
we get an extension
defining a 2-bundle E with Chern classes cx =0, c2, which is not co-(semi-)stable because
!__!
P 4
That E is simple follows from
and Proposition 1. 2.
Theorem 1. 6. // p < q, then for all c2 ^  l there exists an -stable 2-bundle E on X
with Chern classes cl = 0, c2\ if p^q, then for all c2^2 such a bündle exists.
Remark. In the case p = q = m = 2 (e.g. Enriques surface) there is in fact no stable
2-bundle with ^=0, c2 = l.
Proof. Let ZcFp be a set of simple points of length c2, and consider the
extension
which by Proposition 1. 1 defines a 2-bundle E with Chern classes c1 =0, c2. If £ were
not stable, from Proposition L 3 and Corollary 1. 4 we would find a vertical curve R
containing Z with
dego, (ß(R)) ^ degtt, (G(Fq)} = - degü)0 (&(F)).q
m
On the other hand, since all fibres are irreducible we can write R~aF+ ^  xiFPi
i, to get i=1
i = l Pi
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This implies a = 0, and in the case p<q furthermore χλ =0, contradicting Zc /?. In the
m
case p ^  q, c2^2 the same argument works if Z c (J Fpi but not contained in a single
i = l
fibre.
The next two Propositions show, that every ω-semi-stable and on non-algebraic X
every simple 2-bundle with c1=Q, I^c 2^l-h2p g occurs s an extension (*).
Proposition 1. 7. Lei E be an ω-semi-stable rank-2 b ndle over X with ^=0,
. Then either there is an extension
ο
with zero-dimensional Z of length c2, or there exists a line b ndle &(D\
m
D~aF + Σ xiFpi w h 0 = a> O^Xi<pi (i.e. D is written in "normalized" form) and an
i = l
extension
where again Z is zero-dimensional of length c2 . In this case one has Q^a^pg + m — 29 so
there is an &(D) maximal with respect to the ω-degree; if the pt are pairwise relatively
prime, the maximal Θ (D) is unique and satisfles hQ(G(2D - 2 K)) = 0. For c2 = l, Z = {z} is
a simple point in the fixed locus of the linear System \3K — 2D\; if furthermore the pt are
pairwise relatively prime, the maximal 0(D) and the accompanying point z are uniquely
determined by E and satisfy h°(Jz® &(2K-2D)) = Q, a^pg-L
Proof. The Riemann-Roch formula gives
so either E or E (K) has a nontrivial section. In the first case, a 1-dimensional part in
the zero set of the section would violate the semi-stability of £, hence we get the first
extension. In the second case, take a section 5ΦΟ in E (K) to get an exact sequence
where D is the 1-dimensional part of the zero-set of s, so Z is zero-dimensional of length
C2.
Since E is semi-stable we have
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m
and because D is a curve we get D - F = 0 by our choice of n. Writing D ~ aF + Σ
(normalized), degco( ?(£>))^degOJ((P(K)) reads
ΟΓ
. -_(**) Λ+ Σ -—^Ρ0-
i=i Pi
giving the estimate for a. In particular, the degrees of possible Θ (D) are bounded, so
there is a maximal one. If the pf are pairwise relatively prime, G (D) is determined by its
degree and the maximal one is unique. Now assume h°(&(2D — 2Κ))ΦΟ. Then we have
which together with deg(0(D — K))^0 gives equality in (**), implying Θ(Ο) = &(Κ) and
thus leading back to the case Λ°(£)ΦΟ. At last, assume c2 = l and
h°(Jz®&(2K-2D))*Q. Mainly from the fact that 2K-2D is "even" one obtains
r e {pi} with h°(Jz ® Θ(2 K - 2D - Fr)) Φ 0. Now we tensor (*) with &(K - D - Fr) to get
0 -» 0(-Fr) -> E(K -D -Fr) -> Jz ® &(2K -2D -Fr) -^ 0,
and from /i°(-Fr) = /i1(-Fr) = 0 we get h°(E(K-D-Fr))*Q, which violates the
maximality of (9 (D). Since the line b ndle associated to
Σ (2pi-2-2xi)Fpi
would have a section vanishing in z if we had 2pg — 2 — 2a>0, we get the lower bound
for a.
For simple bundles we now consider a non-algebraic surface X9 i.e. every curve C
in X is vertical: If C were not vertical, i.e. C · F>0, then (C + fcF)2>0 for /c»0, hence
X is algebraic [2].
Proposition 1. 8. Lei E be a simple rank-2 b ndle over a non-algebraic X with
c1=09 I^c2^l + 2p0. Then the same conclusion holds s in the second case of
Proposition 1. 7.
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Proof. The simplicity of E implies A°(£) = 0, so again Riemann-Roch gives
, leading to the same extension äs above; D has to be vertical because X is
non-algebraic. The same argument äs in the proof of Proposition 1.2 shows
Ä°(0(2D-2K))=*0. Writing D~aF+ £ xtFpt (normalized), we have
= 1
2D-2K~2((a-pg-m +
so h°(&(2D-2K)) = 0 implies a<^pg + m-2. The rest of the proof is äs for Proposition
1.7.
Remark. For m = l, 2 on non-algebraic X there is no simple 2-bundle with
c1=0, c2 = 0, because it would have a maximal divisor satisfying
fc0(2D-2K) = /i°(2K-2i)) = 0 and h°(3K -2D)>pg + l
which is impossible. This had to be expected for the following reason: If E is an
irreducible rank-2 Hermitian-Einstein bündle (see the introduction; such a bündle is -
stable and therefore simple) on X with ^=0, c2 = 0, it is induced by an irreducible
unitary representation of nl(X) of rank 2 [10], but for m = 2 our X has abelian
fundamental group (see Section 2), so every irreducible unitary representation has
rank 1.
2. Modul! of bundles over simply connected eiliptic surfaces
Let X be a minimal elliptic surface over Ft with multiple fibres FP1, ...,Fpm of
multiplicities /?!,..., pm. The fundamental group of X is abelian if and only if m is at
most 2; in this case the order of this group is g.c.d.(pl5 p2) [3]. Since multiple fibres can
be removed using logarithmic transformations, we have the following characterization of
simply connected minimal elliptic surfaces.
Proposition 2.1. The simply connected minimal elliptic surfaces over FA are
precisely those surfaces which can be obtained by at most two logarithmic transformations
with relatively prime multiplicities p, q ^  l from a simply connected minimal elliptic surface
without multiple fibres.
In the sequel Xptq will always denote an elliptic surface obtained by at most two
logarithmic transformations of relatively prime multiplicities p9 q from an elliptic surface
X over P! without multiple fibres. This surface X is either rational (pg(X) = Q), i.e. a
Halphen pencil, or an elliptic K3 surface (pg(X) = l) or properly elliptic. This follows
immediately from the canonical bündle formula and the classification of compact
surfaces [2].
Xptq is not necessarily algebraic, even if X was algebraic. In fact, is algebraic
if and only if it contains horizontal curves. On the other hand, by the work of Miyaoka
[17], an elliptic surface has a Kahler structure if and only if its first Betti number is
even. So we can always find a Kahler class on Xptq.
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Proposition 2. 2. For all pg^0 there exist surfaces Xptq w hout reducible fibres.
Proof. For any d^.1 and any section s of ^(d) χ &P2(3) over P1xP2 take
X = (s)0 and let π: X -+ P>i denote the induced projection. For generic s, X will be
smooth with irreducible fibres. From Kx = n*(&p>l(d — 2)) we see pg(X) = d — 1.
Remark. Using Freedman's results, it is easy to determine the topology of the
surfaces Xp^q [8], [15]. The homeomorphism type of Xptq is determined by the
geometric genus pg alone if pg is even; it is determined by pg and the parity of p + q if pg
is odd. More precisely, let X0 denote a Kummer surface and P2 the projective plane
with orientation reserved. Then Xptq is homeomorphic to the connected sum
( φ *0)#( φ S2xS2)
£(Ρ«+1) i(Pg-D
if p^ is odd and p + q even; in all other cases is Xptq homeomorphic to
( φ Ρ2)*( φ
The surfaces Xptq with pg = l and p + q even are the so called homotopy-K 3-surfaces,
first studied by Kodaira [12].
For the rest of this section we denote by X = Xptq an elliptic surface over P^ with
P
 g ^  l» without reducible fibres and with at most two multiple fibres Fp, Fq of relatively
prime multiplicities p, q S> l (see Proposition 2. 2), so we can use the results of Section 1.
In particular, we fix a Kahler form ω on X s in the remark before Corollary 1. 4.
The first step to classify all semi-stable (simple) rank-2 bundles with c1 = 0, c2 = l
on an algebraic (non-algebraic) X is according to Propositions 1.7, 1.8 the following:
To find possible maximal vertical divisors defining semi-stable or simple bundles,
determine all pairs (D, z) where D~aF + bFp + cFq (normalized) is a vertical curve with
pg — l^a^pg, h°(&(2D — 2K)) = Q, and z is a simple point in the fixed locus of the
linear System \3K-2D\ such that hQ(Jz® &(2K-2D)) = Q.
In principle this can be done for all pairs (p, q\ but we restrict ourselves to the
cases p = l, 2, 3.
Proposition 2. 3. For p = l, 2, 3 the pairs (D, z) wii/i f/ie properties just described
are s follows:
i) For p = l no such curve exists.
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iii) For p = 3 there are flve types:
II) D~(p,-l)F + 2F3 + cF9, z e F3,
III) D~
IV) ß-
V) D~p9F + F3 + cF4, zeF3 , c £ .
Proo/. Tedious computation.
Proposition 2. 4. TTie classes of maximal divisors are:
) D~(p,
fl) D-p.F + cF,, zeF2 ,
/or p = 2.
ii) ) Z>~(p9-l)F + 2F3 + cFi, zeF3 ,
III) D-p.F + cF,, zeFe ,
IV) D~p9F + F3 + cF4, zeF,,
V) D~peF + F3 + cFe, zeF3,
/orp = 3.
Proo/. i) Let D, D' be äs in Proposition 2. 3 ii) with deg(D)<deg(D') and E a
bündle given by
Tensor (*) with (K -D') to get
0 _> 0(ß - D') -» £(K - D') ->· Jz ® G(2K - D - D') -* 0.
Of course deg(D)<deg(ß') implies A°(ö'(i)-D')) = 0· If D and Z)' are of the same type,
one sees
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E(K — D') has no section. If D and D' are of different types, it is easy to check that
D)) = pg + l so hl( (D-D')) = Q by Riemann-Roch and
It follows that D is maximal if and only if hQ(Jz® &(2K-D-D')) = Q for all D' with
deg(D)<deg(D'). Using this criterion the proof is by computation.
ii) Eliminate all (D, z) in Proposition 2. 3 iii) for which there exists a D' with
deg(D)<deg(D/), hi(0(D-D')) = Q and h°(Jz® &(2K-D-D'))*Q. To see that the
remaining pairs (D, z) are all maximal it suffices to check /i°(Jz® &(2K — D — D')) = 0
for every other remaining D' with deg(D)<deg(D')·
Corollary 2. 5. For p = 2, 3 and non-algebraic X the isomorphism classes of simple
rank-2 bundles on X with cl=Q, c2 = l, are in one to one correspondence with pairs
(G(D\ z) where (D, z) are s in Proposition 2. 4. The ω-stable bundles over algebraic or
non-algebraic X are exactly those defined by (D, z) satisfying deg(£> — K)<0. The co-semi-
stable bundles which are not stable are exactly those defined by an extension
where z is a simple point in Fp II Fq.
Proof. Every simple b ndle defines a unique maximal pair (&(D\ z) by Propo-
sition 1.8. Conversely, any (D, z) in our list satisfies Ηι(Θ(2Ώ — 2Κ)) = 0, so by
Proposition 1.1 it defines a unique b ndle E. Since all divisors on the list satisfy the
conditions of Proposition 1.2, £ is simple.
From Proposition 1. 3 and using the numerical criterion in Corollary 1. 4 it is
easy to check that the ω-stable bundles are exactly those with deg(D —X)<0, and that
the remaining D define bundles which are not even ω-semi-stable. Thus the last
Statement follows from Proposition 1. 7.
So far we have determined the moduli spaces s sets; now we are going to look at
their algebraic (analytic) structures.
First let us consider the case where X is algebraic. We take an ample line b ndle
Lx on X, then for n »0 the line b ndle L = Lx (g) G(nK) is again ample, and the Kahler
form ω induced by L has the properties we need to use the results of Section 1. Denote
by Mptq the moduli space of L-stable rank-2 bundles on Xptq with Chern classes c^ = 0,
c2 = l. For every pair ri^r2 of rational numbers let [rl9 r2] denote the number of
integers m with ri ^  m ^  r2.
Theorem 2.6. i) Mlt q = 0.
[1 1 ~~l Γ ι i~l3<| — 3 - \q — 3 q — 3 . . m ^—-—, q — 2 \ + \ ——, ——— L m particular, M2 q isΛ I I A / l
^ J L ^ z J
redueed.
LH = (T T F*) II F„ wii/ι v =
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Proof. i) There exists no stable b ndle on Xlt€ by Proposition 2. 3.
ii) For p = 2 it is easy to see that every divisor in Proposition 2. 4 i) defines a
stable b ndle, so there is an obvious one to one correspondence between pairs (0(D\ z)
and points in LI F2. It remains to show that this is the moduli space in the scheme-
μ
theoretical sense.
Consider an arbitrary component F2 of U ^2 and tet D be the corresponding
μ
divisor. If Γ denotes the graph of the natural inclusion F2 c X, we have the following
commutative diagram:
F2xX
Let LD*=Evtil(Jr®ni( (K-D))9^(Q(D-K)))9 then from Standard arguments [21]
we find an extension
on F2xX where E is locally free, and for every z 6 F2 this E restricts on the T^-
{z} χ X to the b ndle determined by (£>, z).
From the universal property of the moduli scheme M2>9 we get a bijective
morphism
To see that M2i€ is reduced it suffices to show A1(End£)^l for every L-stable b ndle
E. For this consider the sequence
0 -> E(D) -» EndE (g) 0(K) -> Jz (g) E(2K-D) -> 0.
By the Riemann-Roch formula we have χ(ΕηάΕ) = 4ρθ, so we have to show
°(End£® &(K))£4p,. Since °(£(D)) = 2pg for all D in Proposition 2. 4 i) we have to
prove h°(Jz®E(2K-D))^2pg. But °(E(2i:-D)) = 2p, + l, so we need a section in
E (2 K — D) which does not vanish in z.
The restriction of E (2 K -D) to F2 sp ts:
- D)|Fa = ((PF2(z) θ (%2(- z)) ®
where ΛΓ/2/ΛΓ is the non-trivial conormal b ndle of F2 in X . Thus there is a unique
section of E (2 K — D)\F2 not vanishing in z. This section lifts to E (2 K -D) if and only if
h°(E(2K-D-F2))^2pg which is equivalent to h°(Jz(3K-2D-F2))^pg. This can be
verified by calculation.
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iii) The restrictions on the values c in Proposition 2. 4 ii) coming from
deg(D)<deg(K) are for the different types s follows:
Π) ScSi-2,
III) c = - (so q = 2 (mod 3)),




This gives M3tq s a set; the construction of the universal family E is s above.
But using the same kind of arguments s for p = 2 one sees that almost all components
of M3t€ are non-reduced.
Now let X be non-algebraic and denote by *Mptq the analytic moduli space of
simple rank-2 bundles on X with c1=0, c2 = l.
Theorem 2.7. i) SMM = 0.
) SM2,, = LJF2 mth μ =
iii) (sM3,,)red = (L[F3)U(
6 ' 2
α
Proo/. Set-theoretically this is again obtained from Proposition 2. 4 and Corol-
lary 2. 5; the construction of the universal family and the proof of the reducedness is s
above.
We close with a final
Remark. We have ωΜρ^ = *ΜρΛ for p = l, 2, wliereas there are many components
in sMp^Mptq for p = 3. The description of ωΜΡί9 is th| same s of Mptq for algebraic X,
even if ω is not induced by an ample line b ndle. Moreover, the moduli spaces are
independent of the Kahler form ω0 (resp. the ample line b ndle Lx) we started with to
get ω (resp. L). In the algebraic case there may exist simple bundles which are not
defined by vertical divisors.
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